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Abstract. Although collaborative practices between cyber organizations are well documented, managing activities within these organizations is still challenging as cyber operators tasks are very demanding
and usually done individually. As human factors studies in cyber environments are still difficult to perform, tools and collaborative practices are
evolving slowly and training is always required to increase teamwork efficiency. Contrary to other research fields, cyber security is not harnessing
yet the capabilities of Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) which
can be used both for immersive and interactive data visualization and
serious gaming for training. In order to tackle cyber security teamwork
issues, we propose a 3D CVE called the 3D Cyber Common Operational
Picture, which aims at taking advantage of CVE practices to enhance
cyber collaborative activities.
Based on four Security Operations Centers (SOCs) visits we have made
in different organizations, we have designed a cyber collaborative activity
model which has been used as a reference to design our 3D CyberCOP
platform features, such as asymetrical collaboration, mutual awareness
and roles specialization. Our approach can be adapted to several use
cases, and we are currently developing a cyber incident analysis scenario
based on an event-driven architecture, as a proof of concept.
Keywords: Cybersecurity · Collaborative Interaction · Virtual Reality.

1

Introduction

Cybersecurity is the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect organizations and
users assets [36]. Because every organization, nation and company is subject to
cyber threats, collaborative strategies and policies are required to manage effective cyber defence activities, but they are still difficult to develop [16]. Moreover,
teamwork within organizations is still challenging,
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as training sessions are time demanding and cyber security tools and softwares are often made for individual use. Far from pop culture stereotypes, cyber
operators use classical Command Line Interfaces (CLI) and Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) to detect incidents and cyber threats such as the ELK stack5 ,
whereas other domains look at Natural User Interfaces (NUI) or even Immersive Analytics solutions to facilitate information sharing between users and even
training practices [9].
In this paper we present a Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) called
the 3D Cyber Common Operational Picture, which aims at enhancing cyber
teamwork by applying design methods derived from CVE usages.
We will put the emphasis on how we have integrated cyber security collaborative practices into our CVE and how this general approach could work for
several use cases including cyber incident analysis simulations.
In section 2 we will show that as collaboration between and within organizations is an important topic in cyber security, CVEs could tackle cyber teamwork
effectiveness issues by providing shared environments and practices. Then in section 3 we will present the cyber collaborative activity model we have conceived
by visiting Security Operations Centers (SOCs) and how we have managed to
adapt its features to CVEs design practices through our 3D Cyber Common Operational Picture platform. Finally we will detail in section 4 the cyber incident
analysis scenario we are still working on based on an event driven architecture,
and we will conclude by perspectives of our approach.

2

Collaborative Practices in Cyber Security

As more and more data are generated and collected on networks and infrastructures, cyber security can not be effective without proper collaboration at
different scales, from employees (experts and non-experts) to companies, organizations or even countries. As cyber world is not bounded by geographical limits,
productivity and telepresence tools such as visioconference or virtual environments are effective when people need to share knowledge, data or experiences
but these tools require specific learning methods and workflows.
2.1

Collaboration management in Cyber security organizations

Cyber collaboration is managed at different scales, from nation to private companies, with respect to threats gravity, strategic implications and trust policies, as
shown by Petersen and Tjalve [26]. In order to coordinate cyber actions, specific
structures such as Security Operations Centers (SOCs) or Computer Emergency
Response Teams (CERTs) are well defined and standardized (such as the MITRE
guide for example 6 ). But even if collaborative strategies exist, communication
is still difficult between organizations [39], and at employees level, practices and
5
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processes are often individual: analysts get tickets to observe, monitor and report incidents, and if they need to ask advice from others, they forward tickets
or they communicate information in a tacit way [2]. Moreover, some structures
such as SOCs are considered both organizations and teams, which changes the
way of organizing processes and work practices [15].
As Rajivan and Cooke explain [28], teamwork effectiveness evaluation is a
challenging task as it is more than the evaluation of each team member’s Cyber
Situational Awareness (CSA) capabilities. Working efficiently among a team
requires specific collaborative tools and training sessions, which are not always
available to cyber operators.
To fill this gap between collaborative expectations and cyber operators workflows, Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) systems such as Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) could be used in order to help users to
share knowledge and develop understanding of each others’ tasks [7].
2.2

Virtual Environments for Cyber security

Although there are some research papers about 3D metaphors for data representations in cyber security [12, 20] or about the usability of Virtual Environments
for cyber teamwork [24, 27, 31], applying User Experience (UX) design for cyber
security is quite recent [29], and the usefulness of 3D representations is just now
accepted [8, 1] which explains maybe why we have not seen much 3D visualizations for cyber security in reviews of literature [34, 13], apart from the 2012
Daedalus-Viz project developed by Inoue et al. [17].
Moreover, experts cyber security tools face a paradox: they need to be simple
enough in order to help analysts to understand what is going on on the network
and they need to be precise enough to help them investigating incidents. CVEs
and Immersive Analytics solutions can help solving these problems by either
providing separate views towards different analysts but letting them having a
common ground, or proposing aggregated 3D interactive data representations
that can give more information [6, 14].
Another interesting aspect of CVEs is that they are considered useful for
learning [10, 33], and they could be used to enhance existing cyber training tools
which are still very technical or based on serious-gaming approaches[3, 30].
We think that CVEs for cyber security should blend educational or seriousgaming approaches and data analysis visualizations as these points are still difficult to manage in cyber organizations [18]. As shown in the Figure 1, ouar
approach aims at providing both data visualization and training scenarios by
immersing cyber operators into environments where they will be able to collaborate with respect to their organizational practices to perform specific activities.

3

Collaborative model and CVE design

In order to understand cyber security collaborative practices, we have had the
opportunity to visit four SOCs of our industrial partners.
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Fig. 1. Venn diagram of our approach combining collaboration, virtual reality and data
visualization for cyber security.

We have seen that even if structures’ organizations were different, we have
been able to define a generic collaborative activity model that can be used to
describe and model cyber security practices.
3.1

SOC Activity Analysis

SOCs are structures where networks are constantly monitored in real-time by analysts, who are separated in three technical levels and who investigate incidents
either for client companies or for internal security. SOCs practices are studied
either from the human factor or the organizational point of view [39, 38, 15], but
as cyber security is by definition a confidential field it is still difficult to record
data for making activity analysis. As a consequence, our visits were only one day
long and we have not been able to record audio or video, but even with these
limitations we were able to get some relevant findings on how SOC operators
are working as a team. Day to day SOC’s operators work relies on getting aware
of alerts from cyber security sensors, suppressing false positive alerts, analyzing
network meta-data and application logs, creating incident reports and exchanging information and requests with customer teams (network, security, decision).
They need to work quickly, so if they consider that an incident is out of their
technical scope, they forward it to an expert (escalation process).
We found out that operators work usually alone by taking tickets from the
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) tool, backbone of SOCs,
which collects different kinds of data, analyses them and raises alerts (with a
quite significant rate of false positives).
Moreover, collaboration is not so much mediated as operators exchange directly between them or during meetings with managers and decision-makers. As
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a consequence, some of them have expressed the needs for better user-adapted
visualization tools that will allow them to share information and even to interact
simultaneously on datasets.
We could classify SOC employees roles by their decision-making and network
analysis capabilities: analysts have to get information and report it to coordinators who can take decisions or ask for remediation actions [23].
All these findings helped us to define a cyber collaborative activity model
which will be used to adapt current practices to 3D CVE usages (Figure 2):

Fig. 2. Activity model designed for cyber security practices analysis.

– Roles: describes the hierarchical structure and the specific missions of operators.
– Tasks: describes how operators are working. Tasks are related to roles and
data.
– Visualizations: concerns the fact that operators are using plenty of tools to
monitor, observe and report cyber events. Objectives or tools are to correlate
data in order to get a ’big picture’, or Cyber Situational Awareness (CSA).
– Data: is available through SIEMs (aggregation of data) or logs from different
sensors (raw data). When SIEM’s information are insufficient, operators have
to dig into specific chunks of data.
– Explicit Collaboration: concerns the actual processes of ticketing and
reporting. Operators act only if they get a ticket and they coordinate their
actions to close this ticket as quickly as possible.
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– Implicit Collaboration: is effective as operators works in open-space environments and can discuss and ask for help in a informal way.
We have separated collaboration features into explicit and implicit categories as
some collaborative activities were not part of operators’ tasks but were more
’tacit’ [2].
This model does not cover every aspect of tasks, data, roles and features
needed for a visualization for cyber security as proposed by EEvi [32], but it
will help us to determine our 3D Cyber Common Operational Picture features
by taking inspiration from CSA taxonomies and models such as the ones from
Evesti, Kanstren and Frantti [19, 11]
3.2

3D CyberCOP Platform

As shown in figure Figure 3, our activity model aims at proposing cyber operators adapted visualizations according to their individual (black arrows) and
collaborative (red arrows) practices and interactions: individual interactive systems will be enhanced to make them collaborative and/or more immersive with
collaborative interactions mediated by the systems (green arrows), and the level
of immersion (Virtual Reality, Windows, Icons, Menu and Pointers (WIMP),
post-WIMP interfaces) will be adapted to user’s roles (for example an analyst
and a coordinator will respectively use a Virtual Reality Headset and tactile
wide screen).

Fig. 3. SOC practices (Left) and their adaptation through the 3D CyberCOP platform
(Right).

Roles will have specific visualizations and interaction capabilities according
to their needs and tasks and one user can only have one role at a time (User
1 who plays role A can see only incident information and can only investigate
network incidents whereas user 2 in role B has information about risk assessment
or regulation policies). Roles will be bounded by hierarchical links, which could
be strict (Role A should always wait orders from Role B) or loose (Role A and
B should exchange freely information).
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Tasks will be coordinated by a ticketing or alerting system: users will have
to get tickets in order to execute actions related to their roles (for example an
analyst will have to ask permissions for investigating specific assets and coordinator will have to confirm an escalation process). Actions could be defined by
experts or more generally by cyber security tasks analysis as [39] or [32].
Visualizations will be 2D, 3D or Immersive, as shown in figure Figure 3.
These visualizations will get filters with respects to roles and situations. Filters
will for example display only network or kinetic related information (for example
network topologies and IP addresses, employees’ login lists, geographical position
of workstations etc..), as in the solution proposed by Zhong et al. [41]. Existing
visualization or data analysis tools could be used too if they have a proper
communication API.
Data will be for the moment simulated or simplified: is it still cumbersome
to represent whole network architectures in 3D or to manage Gigabytes of data
so as for the visualizations we will let the opportunity to use existing tools to
get realistic data to our platform.
Explicit collaboration will be done by displaying role-related avatars which
will not necessarily be on the same scale: real-time analysts will be able to work
together in a human-like scale by being immersed in offices whereas a Strategic
analyst scale will be much bigger in order to get more high-level information.
CVEs allows us to do Asymmetric Collaboration [21] where users could act at
different scales from an environment and still get a notion of ’presence’ of the
others called the ’Mutual Awareness’ [21]. Users will be able to share information
with different visual feedback, for example analysts will see each other User
Interfaces (UIs) and actions because they share the same visual scale whereas a
coordinator will appear as a highlight of a whole floor or building, in order to
make others understand that she have a global view of the situation.
Tacit collaboration will be available through oral communication and an
historic logger of all users’ actions: this will allow any user to know what is happening without needing to use the ticketing system (for example a coordinator
will be able to follow analysts’ actions through the historic). Users will also be
able to hide some information, in order to select what they want to share, in a
”What I See Is Not What You See” approach [42] (an analyst will be able to
interact within the environment without raising historical logger).
Collaborative cues proposed in our 3D CyberCOP platform (shared context, awareness, communication, multiple viewpoints,) are also inspired from
[35], from the Information Visualization community. The Figure 7 ’CVE Design
solutions’ column sums up our design choices for the adaptation of our cyber
security activity model into a CVE. We propose simple yet effective features for
managing collaboration and we let the opportunity to use existing solutions for
the Tasks, Visualization and Data parts as cyber tools are evolving quickly.
In order to instantiate our 3D CyberCOP model and to implement our features, we are developing a collaborative cyber incident analysis simulation based
on a malware propagation modelling.
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4

3D CyberCOP Use Case: Cyber Incident Analysis
Scenario

By considering that incident analysis requires different points of view and specific
datasets to evaluate a situation and after discussing with SOCs operators and
our industrial partners, we have decided to choose a ransomware propagation
analysis scenario as a simple use case to test our approach. We have built this
scenario by using an event-driven architecture which have helped us to implement
our activity model’s features.
4.1

Ransomware Propagation Analysis Scenario

By taking inspiration from the Wannacry 7 attack that occurred in May 2017,
we have decided to develop a ransomware propagation scenario by simulating
malicious behaviors and investigations activities. Users’ objective is to find the
vulnerabilities that allow both the file encryption and the propagation through a
small office network where workstations have different characteristics (different
Operating Systems and known vulnerabilities, different levels of criticity etc..).
Ransomware behavior is determined by two simulated metrics, namely the Entropy and the Network Anomaly:
– The entropy metric represents the file’s system activity of an asset. It
increases when files are being encrypted either in a legitimate or malicious
way. When this metric reaches a limit, an alert is raised in the system and
users will have to investigate to determine the causes of this alert.
– The network anomaly metric represents an unusual network activity of
an asset which once again can be legitimate or due to a mistake (backup
request or peer to peer download) or a malware propagation after a port
scan attack (SMB exploit that scans port 445 for example).
With addition to these metrics, ransomware behavior is linked to specific simulated assets vulnerabilities8 : the ransomware contaminates assets if and only
if they have an old version of Windows (patched before march 2017), no direct
access to internet and a SMB exploit available.
At the beginning of the simulation, an asset is infected by the ransomware.
As a consequence, an entropy alert is raised while the concerned asset sees its entropy metrics reach a threshold. After a certain amount of time, a network alert
is raised due to a high value of the network anomaly metric, as the ransomware
propagates itself through exploits. If the ransomware successfully propagates,
infected assets see their entropy metric increase, and again alerts are raised, and
the infection continues until all assets are infected. To add false positive alerts,
some assets will perform a daily encryption and backup which will raise entropy
and network anomaly levels. Users will have to determine if the raised alerts are
7
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from incidents or from false positives. With respect to their roles, they will have
various information sources (cyber and kinetic views, alerts information) and
collaboration will be necessary in order to characterize the incidents in an efficient way (by crossing information from different sources). To easily implement
this scenario, we have used an event-driven architecture that helped us managing ransomware behaviors, users interactions, data visualization and simulation
scenario progression.
4.2

Event-Driven Architecture

Event-driven architectures designates an asynchronous programming method
where any action of the environment raises events which need to be caught
to call functions. Events are not linked to a platform or a user, and the action of
catching it (or to listen to it) determines the consequences. For example, clicking
on a button could raise a ’Select’ event, and according to the system’s state, the
selection function could be called or not. In our case, we have defined a parameterized event system, and we will give detail about users events (system events
works the same).
Users interactions within the simulation (with objects or User Interfaces buttons) raises events like
U serEvent(objectId, env, action, userId, alertN umber)

(1)

where :
– objectId is the object on which the event should occur (e.g. Selection of
the asset number three). When a user event is raised, every asset of the
simulation gets it and launches actions if it is concerned by this event (for
example deactivation of the previously selected asset).
– env gives the information on the type of objects this event is related to (for
example network nodes and workstations are two different kinds of objects
even if they are related to the same asset).
– action describes which action was triggered. These tasks (e.g. Selection, Information, Incident Declaration) and modify the scenario progression and
the state of the simulation.
– userId transmits a reference to the user/role that has launched this event.
This parameter allows us to manage the different feedback of actions and to
display them with respect to different roles. This parameter can modify the
scenario progression.
– alertNumber allows users to investigate several tickets at a time and to interact according to specific alerts. A user can get information of any asset
for example, but if she is working on a specific ticket, her interaction will
have different consequences (scenario update, feedback, and so on).
For example, if user 1 is selecting the cyber object of the asset 3 to investigate
the network information required by the ticket 2, user event raised will be:
U serEvent(3, cyber, netinf o, 1, 2)

(2)
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This event architecture gives us flexibility to manage our 3D CyberCOP features. For example, we can add extra visual feedback if needed or we can control
the investigation procedure more strictly by waiting specific actions updating
the cyber scenario. Events are not bounded to a specific device and we can trigger them from a 2D tactile display or from a Virtual Reality device. Based on
this architecture, we have built the scenario and implemented our activity model
features with respect to CVE design features presented before.
4.3

Activity Model Implementation

– We have decided to implement two roles in this simulation :
• an analyst will have to investigate assets and to work on tickets given
by a coordinator. She is immersed in Virtual Environment but can use
a classical dashboard if needed.
• a coordinator will have to transfer tickets to analysts and to decide
if the alerts should be escalated. She will use a 2D dashboard to do so
(but again she can use immersive visualization if needed).
These roles will have to respect hierarchical interactions: an analyst cannot
investigate an asset if she has not get a ticket and a coordinator could not
validate an alert if she has not get the analyst’s report. Users with same
roles will have the same capabilities.
– Users will have to perform tasks in a precise order to progress through the
scenario (Figure 4). First, the coordinator selects an alert and transmits it
to an analyst. Then, an analyst who accepts the alert ticket investigates by
selecting the concerned asset and the right information (kinetic or cyber) she
needs, and then performs an analysis action through a UI. After that, she
sends the analysis report to the coordinator via a reporting action on the UI.
When the coordinator receives the report, she can validate it or ask for more
information. Once she has all information, she escalates the alert to incident
or she discards it if it is a false positive. When several assets are compromised
(e.g. concerned by incidents), analysts and coordinators could filter assets
information in order to find common points or differences between them.
These information will be selected on a specific UI to determine if they have
found the ransomware attack vectors.
– Users will be able to use 2D, 3D and immersive visualizations according to
their roles or needs. Moreover, we will separate the simulation between two
environments, the kinetic and the cyber one (Figure 6 top left and right
views).
• The kinetic environment represents a physical view of the network office,
with workstations, office floors and rooms. When users navigate through
this environment, they get information about assets entropy level, working processes, login of the last user etc...
• The cyber environment represents the networked information. Users actions and visualizations will be about network topology, IP Addresses
and so on.
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Fig. 4. Alert analysis management from the ticket to escalation.

Users will have to get information from these two environments in order to
determine the nature of the alert and to have a global view of an asset state.
– Two metrics will be monitored: entropy and network anomalies. Users will
get data from assets by selecting them and choosing an action through their
graphical interfaces. Assets information are provided by a pre-defined scenario.
– To manage the ticketing feature, an alert list will be provided to the Coordinator who have to transfer them to Analysts. Tickets states allow users to
know what others are doing. Coordinator will have a 2D map to follow analysts movements (Figure 5) and these analysts will have human-like avatars
and visible pointers such as feedback and feedforward features. Feedback and
feedforward are discrete and continuous interactions cues that allows mutual
awareness. Feedback is the information of a consequence of an action (e.g.
a visual highlight when a user is selecting an asset as is the right image of
the Figure 5) and feedforward is the information of the action itself (e.g.
the view of a users’ pointer moving through the environment). These cues
are various and with co-presence and the ticketing system they allow users
to perform explicit collaboration. Moreover, all users will have information
about the scenario’s progression.
– Users will be co-located in the same physical area to perform the simulation.
They will be allowed to communicate naturally and any role will have an
event log where every users’ actions will be displayed. Filtering this log will
give insights on the actions performed by anyone.
Users will have the opportunity to share or not their UI and their interactions: if a user wants to explain what she has done, she can show her UI to
others or she can hide the fact that she is selecting an asset in order to get
information.
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Fig. 5. 2D coordinator dashboard with a map of the environment and a list of current
alerts (LEFT) and a selection of an asset from an immersive graph representation of
the network (RIGHT).

On the left top of the Figure 6 a cyber representation of the environment
is displayed from an analyst point of view. She has selected an asset which
has malicious processes and so she is encouraged to declare the incident to the
coordinator that has given her this alert. The right top image represents the
same asset but seen from the kinetic environment: information are different and
so actions. Both bottom images of the Figure 6 shows cyber and kinetic 2D views
of the environment (respectively a graph representation of the network and a
map of the environment). These views provide either topological and network
information or IT-oriented data (last user, OS, running processes etc..)
The bottom view of Figure 6 is a 2D dashboard available for the coordinator:
she can select assets from the top left list, she can follow analysts’ movements
on the map and she has specific actions regarding alerts she has selected.
This simulation is made by using the Unity Game Engine, and is still under
development.

5

Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper a 3D CVE model called the 3D Cyber Common Operational Picture, which aims at taking advantage of best CVE practices
to enhance cyber collaborative activities. From the cyber collaborative activity
model we built, we have selected relevant CVE characteristics that can be used
to implement our models features. We are still developing a proof of concept
scenario which instantiate these features (last column of figure Figure 7). Evaluation of such platforms is complex as it tackles several issues such as cybersecurity skills learning [22], cyber security visualization [37], role adaptation from
specifications [25], Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) [4, 5] or
Team Cyber Situational Awareness [28] and User Experience [40]. We will evaluate differently our theoretical approach and our proposed simulation in order
to get information of future refinements of the cyber or the CVE model.
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Fig. 6. Cyber (LEFT) and Kinetic (RIGHT) views of the environment, displayed using
immersive (TOP) and non-immersive (BOTTOM) setups.
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